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About This Game

Fancy Skiing is developed by HashVR Studio built with the Unity Engine.The game's structure is based on real skiing that
players use the handles just as ski poles to get power and lean left or right to control the direction, which brings players a strong

immersion. Furthermore, we add a lot of fancy elements, like leaping grand canyons and hunting deer. While
skiing, players try their best to avoid obstacles including dynamic ones to ski as far as they can and speed also plays an import

role in your final score.
You can sit down to play the game if you feel a bit sick.

!!!!
Important Notice:

If you face a problem, that game does not starting, especially for Russian.
It is actually starts, and show a picture at screenshot.

Try to create English username for Windows.
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fancy skiing vr download. fancy skiing vr review. fancy skiing vr not working. fancy skiing vr. fancy skiing vr скачать. fancy
skiing vr oculus. fancy skiing 2 vr. fancy skiing vr ps4. fancy skiing vr controls. fancy skiing vr описание

It was worth $10 just for the feeling I got going over my first jump!!. Very cool. I've always loved ski and snowboard racing
games. True that you can't anything more than hop (I wish we had feet sensors for this!), but moving your arms to move yourself
is super cool. The jumps are fun, and it's a decent workout.... I would love to recommend this. IF IT BLOODY WORKED!.
Very fun party game. I love watching people try to ski.. I recommend this game but with a Caveat. This game is the perfect one
for people getting into VR and not really gamers, friends, girl/boyfriends, and family. I usually have my family members play
"Waltz of the Mage" as an into game and when they want to try something else its hard to find a good change of pace game. I
used to have them do Lab but this is much better. It gives you a feel of real movement that no other VR game I have played to
date has given you. I had several family members screaming and falling over "safely" trying to get into it and they each loved it.

If you are a hardcore solo VR gamer this is not for you. It has limited replay value but it is a great addition to the collection for
friends family.. Sonny Bono simulator is great!

The turn detection isn't perfect, no stopping mechanic, the skis dont track to stay under you, and the suicide eagles are a pain but
the game itself is a blast to play and easily in my top 3 favorites for Vive so far. Jumps are exillerating and I find myself bending
my knees to prep for landings! This game can really get your adrenaline pumping. Needs a little polish but well worth the price
tag!. DO NOT BUY ON OCULUS

oculus vr mode doesnt work - cant do anything, as you reach for poles the world shifts away from you.....
in vive mode, touching the triggers (yes just touching) casues you to jump.

Its crap, the developers have gone on to release 2 more shovelware games since this one, and its crap. pure crap. complete crap.

Did i mention it's crap?. Very fun party game. I love watching people try to ski.. Just played my first 15 minutes of this fantastic
game, after the dissapointment of Everest (which i hope they improve) this has brought my faith back in VR game developers. It
would take me to long to explain the experience, just download it and play it you will love it.
Well done to the developers of this game.
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great experience, luckily i have never skied this fast before in real live, it is a bit weird that you dont slide backwards if you are
stuck on a hill but for the game it makes no difference, just make sure that you are playing this sitting down, i made a nasty slip
trying to avoid a rock. Can't really recommend this yet, I didn't get the feeling I was really skiing more like just gliding on top of
the snow.
I think some vibration effects could really add to the reality and the feeling like you are working for it so to speak when digging
the poles into the snow. Graphics are nice and the animals are cool.

I think some snow effects and vibration effects could really enhance it.
And slow down some when going up a hill, feels way too easy.. I love China. They made my Virtual Reality headset (HTC
Vive), and they keep giving me free stuff to play. Oh no wait a minute, this isn't free, it's ten dollars. Hmm. I must have got
this in a bundle, and so should you. This one is a nice skiing simulator, you can tell because it has 'skiing' in the name. It runs
well and looks good. and was immersive. The music is funky too! I guess I will rate it positively, even though it is overpriced.
Pizza....french fries.....pizzaaaaa....french friiiiiies.... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ADL3TayV2Fw. The game everyone I
show it to eventually comes back to

It's super simple, grab the handles and churn your arms to pick up speed, the only tricky part is learning that tilting your head
and not leaning is the trick to turning. It's a single course that takes you up and down some crazy ski slopes with rocks, fences,
trees, jumps, bridges and kamikaze animals, but replay is still high because of its simplicity. You really feel the speed and your
own inability to react fast enough, the jumps feel real enough to get a few screams from the squeamish, and it's super easy to
pick up and run with which really helps people get into the meat of it.. I have been skiing for 25 years. This game gives me
flashbacks of close calls from my youth when I would do jumps too big for me. The landings tell my brain to expect pressure on
my knees so I overcompensate and neigh fall over- its a blast. All the fun of big jumps minus the pain. Its a VR favorite of all
my skiier friends too.. This is one of the best vr games so far and its really fun to see how far can you go !!!. This is a good
game with good and real life graphics. However there needs to be an update to allow for easy, medium and hard levels. The
game plays like its on the hardest level but there needs to be easier levels when starting out.
I would wait for game update or for a huge discount before purchasing.
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